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LET A LITTLE
SUNSHINE IN
If you have an oil-burning furnace (or
an electrically controlled stoker) you can
this
see why communism is not coming to
article,
country, says the first sentence of the
The Twilight of Communism, in Forbes
magazine for August 15. The article is reprinted in the September Readers Digept. If
you are worried about communism ... and
everybody is, a little, get this piece and
read it.
Marx reasoned that the proletariat gets
larger, and poorer; and that the rich, a small
but powerful capitalistic class, get richer and
richer. And the two great antagonists are
supposed to work a squeeze play on the midlie class (which is you and me), finally exterminating it.
Facts in this country, the writer of the
article above quoted says, show a declining
proletariat getting richer instead of poorer
as average wages increase, a capitalist class
which lost its top hat in 1929, and a middle
class which obstinately refuses to be crushed.
And, as the middle class included engineers,
teachers, doctors, lawyers, journalists, research workers . the folks who are above
all others carrying this modern civilization
onward, it is now the largest and most vital
class there is.
Since reading this sound piece in the
magazine (yes, twice) I have enjoyed a great
deal more than formerly being "middle
class." Because I believe others similarly
placed will enjoy it too, and for the further
reasons that it gives impetus to fresh effort,
strengthens faith in this democracy and lends
optimism in a period of doubt, I respectfully
suggest readers of this column who have
open minds let this little sunshine offered by
the delightful Mr. Stuart Chase shine in.
(G.M.P.)
JOB PRINTING IN
THE PRINCETON FIELD
Our good neighbor expressed pride in its
Festival Souvenir program advertisement, in
having been "selected," for the second consecutive year, to print this booklet .. . And
it was a very nice piece of work indeed . ..
But Brothers, why not stick to the facts?
We would take nothing from the Times,
for any accomplishment . . . But truth is,
this job' was printed IN ITS ENTIRETY, on
the Miehle press of the Dawson Springs
Progress, where last year's Festival Program
.
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do
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Also, for
low.
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Since truth in advertising is ABSOLUTELY ESSENTIAL If advertising is to
mean anything and those selling it are to
prosper at all . . . Let it be recorded here
that NO PRINT SHOP IN PRINCETON is
equipped to duplicate the job done on the
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Souvenir Program . . . Which is why the
Times farmed the job out.
Knowing this, The Leader did not bid
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the operation.
Finally, there is only one printshop in
Dawson Springs; so, apparently, it can afford
a really good press.
WAILING WALSH AND
WHIMPERING WHEELER
Now that the U. S. newsmen have duly
reported what they could find out from FDR
and Winston Churchill has told the world,
via radio, what he thought it ought to know
about that ocean meeting he had with President Roosevelt, the second guessers are having their innings; and it is probable those
who seek the downfall and enslavement of
democracies are doing some worrying.
Isolationists are saying "Another League of Nations." Those of a more realistic
temperament surmise that the discussions
must have revealed to Mr. Roosevelt exactly
the condition of British armed forces; and
likely Mr. Churchill urged that the United
States shorten the war by jumping in immediately.
Perhaps FDR heard the true story about
Rudolph Hess and his flight to Scotland; and
maybe the Prime Minister knows what he
can expect from this country in the way of
help.
But whatever was said and no matter
what the leaders told each other about what
must and can be done in the future to save
and protect from Nazi slavery, it seems fairly safe to believe that the conference had
major value as propaganda material and that
it helped solidify public opinion, both here
and in England, brought Anglo-Saxon blood
cousins closer than they ever had been before.
The two great men talked privately; and
each knows how to keep his counsel. Each
may write a book to tell posterity what that
momentous meeting at sea was for and to recount what came after it.
But only the fly on the wall heard anything for sure;-and so it is bootless to get
worked up about what Senators Wailing
Walsh and Whimpering Wheeler; or any of
those others who do not like FDR getting us
ready to protect ourselves may have to say
on the matter, now or later.

* What

Other Editors Say:

ANONYMOUS HANDBILLS
The office of the attorney general in
Frankfort has ruled, correctly we think, that
printers are not required to give the names
of those who issue printed handbills. However the attorney general further rules, and
again, we think, correctly, that the printer,
himself, or printing company is subject to
responsibility for any libel or slander contained in such handbills. The purpose of the
bill passed at the advocacy of the Kentucky
Press Association to prohibit enforced requirement as to authorship is not to encourage anonymous publications and certainly
not to permit slander or libel, but to uphold
the rights of free press and speech. We believe the greatest protection against abuse
of this privilege is an enlightened electorate
and nowadays the public can no longer be
misled by an eleventh hour besmirching 61
character in a campaign. (Lexington Herald)
111
Every large ship in the U. S. Navy and
many of the smaller ones publish a daily
press sheet in mimographed form; the items
are picked up by radio.
To be fit for life in society, every child,
as well as every dog, must be housebroken.
The differences that arise in lots of families are caused by indifferences.
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PENNYRILE POSTSCRIPTS
"There'll Be Some Changes
Made," was title of popular song
some years back . . . And changes
made in business practices are
making thmeselves felt every day,
even in small towns like Princeton
Business as usual is gone, per.
haps forever; and while you may
not like the changes, it is dollars
to doughnuts you'll have to put up
with 'em.
111
Newspapers, which have for
many, many years absorbed all
sorts of changes, price increases,
labor wage boosts, old-age pension
payments, jobless increase payments, purchase of modern machinery, price of cuts and other expense items too numerous to mention without increasing rates are
finally going to be FORCED to
charge more for what they have to
sell . . . subscriptions, advertising
space and job printing ... or they
will be amone. the "small businesses" about wh!ch Uncle Sam is
now worrying so hcavily ... which
seem destined to move out of the
American picture, permanently.
Within the last two weeks, price
of tag board, used in making many
small forms for local concerns, has
jumped twice ... Newsprint is going up at the end of this quarter,
many kinds of paper already is
much higher in price . . . and becoming hard to get ... The public
will decide, in the next year or so,
whether it wants its home town
newspapers; and, in the struggle
for survival the stern test will be,
as always, whether quality of service rendered is worth what it
costs.
111
Henry Ward, widely read newspaper columnist and staff writer
of the Paducah Sun-Democrat, has
accepted an invitation to address
the Princeton Kiwanis Club Thursday, Oct. 2. Mr. Ward, one of the
leaders of the Kentucky House of
Representatives and known
throughout Kentucky as a leader
among young Democrats, will
speak on Newspaper Service as Kiwanis observes National Newspaper Week, October 1-8.
111
The Leader had no box at the
Festival but did furnish funds for
all its employes to see at least two
of the main shows . . . Bill was in
a dither about attending his first
"Big Dance" . . . and the entire
crew turned up Monday morning
with bad colds.

By G. M. P.

Webster county city . . . Mayor
Royster said all was in readiness
for a rousing welcome for the
Princetonians; who didn't show up
. because the highway officers who
were leading the motorcade accidentally got on the wrong road out
of Slaughters.
Mayor Royster's letter, expressing regret that Sebree wasn't given
•opportunity to give our Good Will
visitors a royal welcome, was in
happy contrast to the performance
put on for the Festival boosters by
former Mayor H. N. Gordon, at
Madisonville .. . Whose face really
ought to be red, permanently.
111i
Of course, Madisonville is "The
Best Town on Earth," as its modest Main street arch, in lights, proclaims; and we Princetonians are
not going to hold one man's childish eruption against or -any good
friends of the Hopkins county seat.
111
Do you remember when the
druggist made your liquid confection from the old soda fountain,
gadgets of which were all on a
wall panel back of the counter? He
faced the fountain, with his back
to you, and performed mysteriously to produce the luscious and lovely drink, while you gazed admiringly at his back... The soda cost
a nickle and was nectar.
1111
But Joe Weaver, black and jovial
in his white wagon drawn by one
horse whose best gait was a medium walk, was the smallboy's delight . . . Joe advertise-1 with a
bugle and sold white icc-creant,
well bolstered with conistarch. He
presented it to his custon "rs in a
little wooden dish, from
you
broke off a sliver to use as a spoon
... A large cone of Joe's ice-cream
was yours for a nickle; and there
never has been such frozen delight.

Right now, I wouldn't trade one
of Uncle Johnny Head's chocolate
sodas or a scoop of Joe Weaver's
ice-cream for all the fancy delicacies the Sweet Shoppe or the
modern fountains of Princeton's
drugstores afford, at any price
Even tho I know, in the way adults
known most disagreeable things,
that these delights of boyhood possessed few virtues . . . and probably fewer vitamins and calories.
111
Deacon Dawson sez Bert Keeney
"bought a pony" at Dade Park one
day recently and asked if he could
111
bring the nag home.with him .. .
Byron Royster, mayor of Sebree,
is-my-face- , When they, wouldn't let him do
wrote Mayor Lisman
red letter complaining good
that, the disappointed Doc said he
naturedly about the Good Will
thought they ought to let him rub
Tourers passing up the hustling'
down and curry hist_ bargain hogs.
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The farmer who takes advantage of good egg-price prospects
By John Selby
by raising fall-hatched pullets of
improved breeding to add to his
CURTAIN is down on an1"
laying flock next spring, will be
THE OXFORD COMPANION TO
Festival and deTobaceo
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AMERICAN LITERATURE, by
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American Literature" is likely to
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be astonishment that 888 pages of
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about the financial lacdetail, closely printed and duly
Fall-hatched chicks will inleastwise there's been
.;
Indexed, could have been dug out
crease the size of a farm flock
invard signs of agony from
at a time (in spring) when culland written by one man in five
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reduced the number of layers by
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Sue Tapp, Dixon.
Best single Rose: Mr. Hobby, Five Floats Entered
fic breeder and will undoubtedly cial service for you. Do not fail ker, Keith Rogers, Seldon McEl- machine guns, automatic pistols. boy.
first; Mr. Shell Smith, second.
Black Patch towns entering come back if given a proper us. All are cordially invited to roy, Malcolm Blackburn, Newton Assembling arms by sense of
touch is included in this training. — Try Leader's
Best six Rose Buds: Mrs. Shell floats in the street parade contest chance," SecretarY Ickes said.
worship with us.
Classified
Ward, James Scott, Clinton Davis,
Smith, first; Mrs. A. M. Harvill, were Cobb, Farmersville, PrinceThe open season on doves was
Thomas Hughes, James Defew,
second.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
ton, Cadiz and Friendship. Other September 1 to October 31 last
Junior Tramel, Paul Moore, CharBest six Roses, full bloom: Mrs. towns were represented by deco- year.
Sunday School at 9:45. All lie Hughes, James Eldridge, Frank
John McLin, first; Mrs. Shell rated autos. The parade included
The bag limit on doves remains members are urged to be present. McElroy, Marc Blackburn, Frank
Smith, second.
other exhibits, such as farm ma- unchanged from last year with 12 Morning worship at 11. Sermon Beavers, Wilford Baker and Seth
attractive
mixed
bouquet
Most
chinery, livestock, and floats de- a day or 12 in possession at any theme, "The Gospel." Baptist Wigginton; children, Ted Feagan,
using Roses: Mrs. Duke Pettit, picting the spirit of the tobacco one time.
Training Union at 6:15. All mem- Phillis Jean Conger, Wanda and
first; Katherine Garrett, second.
No changes have been made in bers are urged to be present. Eve- Phillip Phelps.
area.
Most attractive arrangements
The night attractions of the fes- the length of the woodcock hunt- ning worship service at 7:30. Ser- Fredonia Homemakers had their
using Asters alone: Mrs. Verda tival were led by
the Queen's ing season since last year. It mon theme, "Looking in the Per- annual picnic Wednesday afterFerrell, first; Mrs. Carl Sparks, Ball, style show and
beauty con- opens December 1 and ends Dec- fect Mirror." Prayer meeting noon at the home of Mrs. John
second.
test Thursday. Large crowds ember 15, with four birds a day every Wednesday evening.
Akridge. Those present were: Mr.
Best mixed with other flowers: jammed the stadium
You are most cordially invited and Mrs. Charles Wilson and
as the mod- or eight in possession.
Mrs. Fred Pickering, first; Mrs.
to come and worship with us in Charles Thomas Vinson, Princeels performed and the queens paJ. B. Lester, second.
raded and every available foot of third; best 5-gaited gelding, Cath- all of our services. We would like ton, Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell LowVictorian arrangement; Mrs. W.
dance floor was taken as a gay erine Garrett, first; Mitchell Clift, to see all of our members in their ery and children, Donald and
C. Sparks, first; Mrs. Shell Smith,
crowd danced to music by Bernie second; Charles Campbell, third; respective places at all of our ser- Wayne Mrs. L. C. Foley and chilsecond.
Cummins later that night. Other best 5-gaited stallion, Maurice Ma- vices next Sunday. Let's make dren, Donald and Carlton, Mrs. J.
Best Modernestic arrangement: leading
night attractions were of han, first; H. C. McConnell, sec- the first Sunday in September D. Bugg and children, Joann and
Mary Wilson Eldred, first; Mrs.
the Duke of Paducah, barn dance, ond; L. J. Wadlington, third. The one of the greatest. Visitors are John Dan, Jr., Mesdames Rosa
George Pettit, second.
street dance and Gay 90's Revue. trophy for the show champion- always welcome with us.
Hamilton, Thomas Grubbs, J. E.
Most attractive arrangement—
Our District Baptist Training Hillyard, Ruble Akridge and John
Crowds that attended those were ship went to Jimmie Lisanby, son
(a) Miniature: Mrs. Shell R. fair
but still far below the Thurs- of Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Lisanby, Union Convention will meet in , Akridge; Miss Imogene Wigginton
Smith, first; Mrs. Woodfin Hut- day night
Dawson Springs Friday and Sat-' and Charles Dean Akridge.
event.
Princeton.
son, second.
urday. We are expecting a splenThe Flower Show, needlework
Kiddie Parade Scores
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Adkins and
(b) Fragrant: Mrs. Shell Smith,
and art exhibits, and other estabThe Kiddie and Pet Parade, ar- did attendance from our church daughter, Margaret Ruth, Padufirst.
lished Festival attractions were ranged in Mother Goose fashion, to attend this meeting. Our Asso- cah, visited Mr. and Mrs. Steve
Saturday
crowded most of the Festival and was an outstanding attraction ;..iational Sunday School meeting Jones and Mr. and Mrs. J. B.
Best specimen single Gladiola:
were described by many as the Saturday morning. A crowd al- will be at our church Sunday aftMrs. Harvill, first; Mrs. Harvill, most
beautiful ever to be pre- most equal to that which lined ernoon at 2 p.m.
second.
sented here. Mrs. Rumsey Tay- the sidewalks Thursday for the
Best specimen single Dahalia: lor was
Motion pictures mown to enchairman of the flower grand parade witnessed the chilMrs. George Groom, first; Mrs. show and
Mrs. L. C. Lisman was dren marching by dressed in all listed men in the U. S. Navy inHarvill, second.
chairman of the needlework and sorts of legendary costumes. First clude 400 of the latest and best
Best arrangement of large Dah- art exhibits.
prize was wun by Jimmie Dorroh, Hollywood productions each year.
lias: Mrs. Harvill, first; Mrs.
Jimmie Lisanby Wins
last year's winner, with an ex- All of the technicians who operGeorge Groom, second.
Horse Show Trophy
hibit of "The Old Woman who ate these motion pictures are enBest arrangement of small
The horse show, presented be- Lived in a Shoe." Second prize listed men who have been trained
Dahlias: Mrs. Carl Sparks, first.
fore a scattered Saturday morn- went to Jerry Loftus, Johnny in the Navy sound-Motion-picture
Best arranged basket: Mrs. ing crowd, had a wide
entry field. Loftus, Johnny Cothran and Bob- schools.
Duke Pettit, first; Mrs. Duke Winners were as
follows: Best by Bridges for an entry depicting!
Pettit, second.
model animal, any age, Alvin Lis- "Old King Cole." Third prize was
Best unique arrangement, any anby, first; H.
C. McConnell & atvarded Marie sates, daughter of
kind of flower or container: Ca- Sons, second;
Maurice Mahan, Mr. and Mrs. James Oates, for
rol Murphy, first; Mrs. J. B. Les- third; best planation saddle
horse, impersonation of "Queen of the
ter, second.
R. M. Williams, first; Wylie Jones, Black Patch." Mrs. F. T. Linton
Most attractive arrangement: second; J. F.
May, third; best 3- was chairman for this event.
When Princeton Merchants spend money for advertising . they
Mrs. Rumsey Taylor, first; Mrs. gaited mare or gelding, Alvin
LisThe Duck Derby, held in the
seek to reach a majority of the best prospects as buyers? They are doing
Shell Smith, second.
anby, first; Catherine Garrett, rain Friday afternoon, was won
Kiddies Prize for best arrange- second; H. C.
this if they use the columns of The Leader.
McConnell, third; by C. A. Woodall Insurance
ment of flowers: Carol Murphy, pony class (boy or
girl, 14 years Agency, with "Safety," and the
first; Harry Murphy, second.
In Princeton, The Leader goes into a large majority of the homes
or under), Jimmie Lisanby, first; tobacco spitting contest was won
Aryln Mary Johnson, second; by Stanley Teasley, Princeton,
where there is money to spend; into an exceptionally large number of
Naomi Johnson,third; best lady who outspit his opponents for the
above-average-earnings residences ... and reaches an astonishingly large
rider, Lois Ann Collier, first; Vir- championship with. a total disginia Belt, second; Hazel Stien- tance of 19 feet.
percentage of the regularly employed workers in Princeton's three indusbaugh, third; best girl rider (12
Dr. Engelhardt said Saturday
trial
plants, men and women who constitute a backlog of buying power
years or under), Patsy Horn, first; night there was nothing to the
Julia Nelle Pruett, second; Naomi rumor that this was the last Feswhich is doing much to move this community forward.
Jane Johnson, third; best boy tival. He said due to the interest
In two of these three factories, The Leader has 100 percent coverag
rider, Jimmy Lisanby, first; Bill shown by citizens of the Black
Sigler, second; H. P. Foster, third; Patch, the celebration will be preIN PAID SUBSCRIPTIONS, and in the third, is rapidly enlarging is PAID
best five-gaited mare, Alvin Lis- sented as usual in 1942, if world
subscription list to include other hundreds of wage earners.
anby, first and second; . F. May, conditions permit.
It would appear from statements made by the Superintendent of the Princeton City Schools
in last week's issue of The Princeton Leader that all vacancies on
the City School Faculty this year
were caused by resignations. Regarding myself, may I state emphatically that I did not resign;
but on the other hand, I submitted my application in regular
form for reappointment as teacher, but the City Board of Education saw fit to reject it.
The foregoing is submitted as a
matter of fact, and for correction
purposes only.
Respectfully,
Kelsey R. Cummins.

Dates Are Changed
To Sept. 16-Oct. 27
By Ickes Order

Churches
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Fifth Festival

PEACHES
Late Elbertas

Now Ripe

THEY WON'T LAST LON

Shattuck Orchard

Getting The Cream
Of The Buying Crop

•

LOTUS
LAVENDER

Curlee

y

FALL SUITS

atclley

nfli/ coloyne

Use Your Rent Money
to Buy Your Home!

Refreshing simplicity of true
English Lavender mingled with
a rare, new perfume ... blended
to dramatic perfection! Splash
into your tub, drench your skin
after tub or shower,or add touches
throughout the day to
achieve that lovely.
lady aura. The exotic,
golden-topped bottle...

1

OUR SIMPLE,LOW-COST PLAN WILL DO IT

PRINCETON FEDERAL SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

Our new CURLEE Suits for Fall
are scoring a real "strike" with
every man who sees them! Rich
new fabrics in the season's smartest patterns — styles modern yet
masculine — expert tailoring—all
help to insure for you that wellgroomed appearance so essential
to discriminating m en everywhere.
You can count on finding Curlee
Fall Suits in our stock that fit
you, because of the complete
range of sizes and models in the
Curlee line. You'll find, too, th.,t
every Curlee Suit is moderately
priced. Come in and see-them
TODAY!

WOOD DRUG CO.

Henrietta Hotel Building
Princeton, Ky.
—:—
—:—
Telephone 46

Goldnamer & Co.

"On The Square''

We Sell U. S. Defense Saving Bonds.

"Princeton's Finest Department
Store"

"
1 ir
. mma.......
.
Imis••••••••ammm°611""mosswil'ioms",
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Subscription price of The Leader in its home field is
... and there are no "bargain" rates or other unethical price reduchor
from a level which leaves little margin of profit.
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Subscription price of only a few newspapers in Kentucky is as low
The Leader's; and small wonder, when it is considered that this sellin
price is the same as it was for very mediocre Owspapers 75
years ag°'
When people PAY for a newspaper, two important facts are esL11'
lished: They want the paper,. . . and they
can afford it. Meaning th
paper will be read and that its readers have
money to spend.
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Tom Holland

Looking into the gorge
the lower mountain top. Elevation here le from
about 2,000 feet. Note
traoke of the Clinehneld Railroad
Company, Which
follow the river through the mountains.

Eastern Kentucky's greatest contribution to the scenic beauty of the state is the
magnificent "Breaks of the Big Sandy,"
located 30 miles from Pikeville into the
Cumberland mountains on the Yirginia
border.
Recently added to Jefferson National
Forest, "the Breaks" as the spot is known
to East Kentuckians, is rapidly becoming
an object of widespread tourist interest.
The federal government is planning an
Improvement program in the area which
will include picnic and recreation sites. At
the moment, the road leading to the top of
the mountain is rather narrow, but Kentucky and Virginia have highway projects
slider advisement which will make the spot
easily accessible.
Described simply, the Breaks is a huge
gorge formed by the Russell Fork of the
Big Sandy River's Levisa Fork. The river
breaks through the mountain, literally.
Hence the name.
\Elevation at the point is about 2,800
f&t. Ruggedness of the country is evidenced by the fact that Pikeville, 30 miles
away, has an elevation of only 700 feet.
The Breaks is located on State Route 80,
which branches off U. S. Route 33 at Shelbiana, in Pike county. Large roadsigns,
erected by the Pike County Fish and Game
Protective Association, easily direct visitors to the spot.
Probably the most interesting view of
the gorge( is from a huge rock, located at
the very top of the mountain. With little
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Waynesboro, Va. (JP) —When
-Philip Austin Darcus, Negro selectee, arrived too late for the
train that was to carry him to the
Roanoke Va,., induction station,
•
draft board clerk Luther L. Sullivan went into action. He found
no other train would put Darcus
in Roanoke on time and the bus
already had departed. So Sullivan
k Co. Insurance closed his office, packed Darcus
into his own automobile and
and reliable.
caught up with the bus 30 miles
•
down the road.

rtrecht, Agt.

Mountains Have Minerals and Oil to Keep
War Machine Going
Against Nazis

Thus picture was taken at • point where the
river tumble. otit of the gorge. Iriehing is exceptionally good several miles down stream.

danger of falling over the cliff, a person
can look straight down to the river, hundreds of feet below.
It is at this point that the government
will probably establish most of the picnic
and recreational sites.
By 1942, if plans progress as expected,
the Breaks will be a full fledged tourist
mecca.
Visitors will be amply rewarded for their
trip even before they reach the mountain
top. The rugged country is virtually untouched, affording a primitive beauty characteristic of the Cumberland mountains.
It was in this same area that John Fox,
Jr., laid the setting of his famous story of
the mountains,"The Trail of the Lonesome
Pine."
Historically, the Breaks is interesting
for the part it played in a Civil War episode. It was through the Breaks that a
Confederate regiment, organized on the
lower Licking, passed into Virginia, having retreated up the Licking watershed
and over into the Big Sandy valley, recruiting as it went, and as has often been said
"leaving a string of Democratic counties in
its wake."
Near the Breaks is a vast game preserve
and fish rearing ponds.
Eastern Kentuckians have visions, based
on sound reasoning and plenty of work, of
a huge garden spot for tourists, hunters
and fishermen in years to come.
The "Call of the Cumberlands," they
say, will be made much more inviting in
the Breaks area during 1942.

Any capable recruit in the U. S.
Navy can learn how to make the
standard 16 knots and splices in
an hour or two, but it takes him
two weeks to learn how and when
to use them.

"Splinter protection," a new advance in the form of topside armor, is being installed on many
of the ships of the U. S. Navy to
protect gun crews, observers and
signalmen.

By Morgan M. Beatty
(AP Feature Writer)
Washington—Back of the Volga
lies a new heart of Russia capable
of pumping lifeblood to the Soviet war machine almost indefinitely.
It's the Ural Mountain industrial zone, created by the Communists during the last 20 years,
and designed to meet a need that
now looms up—A second line of
defense against a European invader.
Some American experts on Russian economics beloeve that more
than 60 percent of Russia war industry has already been shifted
back of the Volga, securely protected by the famous mountains
dividing Asiatic and European
Russia.
The Urals have been known for
centuries to hold mineral resources and their iron deposits
have been worked on a small
scale for hundreds of years. The
timber of the region may be reduced to charcoal, and the iron
smelted that way. That antiquated
method is still employed in some
remote areas.
The Bolsheviks early appreciated the possibilities of the Ural
Mountain region, sent scientists
to ferret out possibilities. They
returned with glowing reports of,
vast resources. Large coal deposits were found at Kizel. The
potash deposits at Solikamsk,
they said, totaled about 18,000,000,000 tons. Potash is a primary ,
element of explosives and fertilizers.
They predicted that the oil deposits of the Urals were probably
more extensive than those in the
United States—the largest known
up to that time. The first oil deposits were discovered near Chu- 1
sovaya in 1929, and Since then
UFA has become the center of the
great Ishimbayevo oil field. Its
extent has not been disclosed to
the world by the Soviets.
There's nickel, the toughening
element in tank steel, near Ufalei,
copper near Kyshtym, and aluminum near Kamensk. Magnetogorsk lies beside a veritable

:•••••

mountain of iron ore more than
70 percent pure. The city did not
exist before the revolution, now
is believed to be turning out close
to 10,000,000 tons of pig iron annually. (Reports have not been
sent by the Russian government
since 1934.)
The growth of the cities of the
Urals since 1929 is regarded by
economic experts as a fair index
of the capacities of that area to
supply Russia's war machine.
Magnetogorsk has come up from
nothing to 146,000. The 10 key
cities all have doubled in size,
some of them have trebled and
quadrupled.
The unofficial capital of the
Urals is Sverdlovsk, where seven
rail lines converge. One of them
down from the mining areas of
the north is electrified to handle
the heavy pull over the mountains.
Next in importance is Chelyabinsk, the point where the core
of the double-tracked Russian
rail system starts the long pull
across Siberia.
The fly in the ointment for
Russia, so far as the Urals are
concerned, is their newness. The
industrial area is not yet fully
developed.
The United States and Great
Britain are mapping their aid to
Russia largely on the reports of
Ural industrial capacity. Bearing
on the matter, too, is the question
whether St alt n, pressed hard
enough, might not make peace
with Hitler. Some democratic
quarters believe he would not do
this wader any circumstances,
basing their conviction on the
theory that both Communism and
Stalin himself would fall, never
to rise again, if he compromised
with any invader. .
Try Leader's Classified Ads —

3,200 cooks and bakers prepare
720,000 meals every day for the
U. S. Navy.

NEW PILE RELIEF
NASH'S HEM-AID OINTMENT
is the latest addition to the famous guaranteed Nash line. Don't
suffer the excruciating pain of
piles another day without trying
this marvelous new relief.
DAWSON'S DRUG STORE

SMOKE MEANS

TROUBLE!

Prevent excesalve we which
can make your car a "smoker."
Use Insulated Havoline Motor
Oil, Texaco's finest. Is is insw
fated agaloss heat, against cold,
Rawlins is wholly distilled...
free of harmful elements which
accelerate wear.
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surance
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•
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Russian Industry
Moves To Urals
To Curb Invader

. •

Gravity alone moves oil through
some pipe lines.
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WHEN you see how little it
costs, you'll want your entire
home to be Light Conditioned.

Service

nd, of course, a cordial reception
nd careful attention to your enterinmen t during your stay are yours,
Ways, at

ENTUCKY
HOTEL
oidsville's newest and most cenally • located home-away-fromoine, in Kentucky's metropolis.
•. Prices will oonform to your idea
I moderate charges for service
ndcred.

Grand Circuit
HARNESS RACES
See the nation's fontest trotters and pacers on the nation's
lastest trotting trackl Five afternoons, September 9 to 13.
$15.000 in purses1 No better racing anywhere!

IGHT Conditioning gives a new lease on
light. You'll get a new lease on living,
too, when you start Light Conditioning!
These new low-cost devices to brighten your
home—give the whole family protection
from eyestrain with safer, more comfortable
lighting.

World's Finest
HORSE SHOW
A million dollars' worth of the finest saddle
and harness horseflesh in the world!
World's Championship 5-Gaited Stake.
SepL 0, 9, it. with finals September IS,

Smart new PIN-TO-WALL lamps that add
comfort and beauty to any room are priced
as low as $1.95.

Gatewood and his famous nying
rodeol Brom- Busting. trick
dding. racing. roping. A thrUlm rilLnute show. every nit.. Sept. 8 to 13.

Adaptors chat convert glaring or old-fashioned ceiling lights into handsome modern
fixtures are priced as low as $1.35.

rcanoue -Death Dodger' Jimmie Lynch cmd a dozen other carsh drivers
Can pulswpounding. two-hour show of terrific smashups end other suicide
stunts. Sundoy cdternoon. September 7.

Rip-Roaring RODEO
Cue

Exciting THRILL SHOW

Start now to Light Condition your home. You
can begin with one lamp or one room. You'll
be surprised how little it costs.

CLYDE BEATTY
World's most daring wild 131112/101tralnot SO4 hi., match wits 'with marling
Coming hoes and tigers! A heart pounding exhibition—every day. Wt.

SEE THE LIGHTING DISPLAY
' AT YOUR DEALER'S STORE

A LSO

IT COSTS LESS TO LIVE BETTER ELECTRICALLY OrNass
MILAM,
'it Manager,
eserva Hon

COMPANY

Si
OrPATIC
INCOFPIP
,

Meru Show. Do/ Show. Women's repoeltioa raa, rani
Game Exhibit. Poultry Shove. Giworetic Midway. Kentucky Lon Cebie—
LNessock wad kern eyes:meet shows—cold hundreds ol other attyaelloast

Fora Whale of a Good Time!

Thursday, Se teMber 4, 194T

Ky.
The Princeton Leader, Princeton,
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Your pay in the Navy is g

'Allied Naval Action Is
Pushing Sea Strife
U p 0 n. Dictator's
Doorstep

Typical Day's Menu
In The
S. Navy

"Imagine me,
steering a
Destroyer!"

NOTICE!

"And I've had two pay raises
in only eight months! I'll say
you can't beat Uncle Sam's Navy!"

Just Think of the
MONEY WE'VE SAVED
Since We Installed This
NEW EAIRBANKS-MORSE
STOKER

coal heat.They are
discarding costly
equipment purchased
only a short time ago in
order to put in automatic

•You'll be glad if you investigate Fairbanks - Morse
Automatic Coal Burners before you let yourself in for
expensive fuels. Twenty per
cent of today's automatic
burner buyers are

coal

switching from some other

coal heat. Why? That's what
you want to know before you
buy. We can show you.

•
I ill the handy hopper of this
Fairbanks-Morse Automatic Coal
Burner once a day or less. It does
the rest. 9'8% less work al a
lower fuel cost.

Get this FREE book:et

Officer. Many might even go to Annapolis.
Or to Pensacola with the flying cadets!
Exciting? You bet, and fun too. Something
doing all the time. Real he-man's stuff. Boxing. Baseball. Football. Swimming. AND
MOVIES.., previews,too!

trician—to mention a few.
Yee,training that would be worth $1500 to
you in one year's time. Training that will
assure you of a well-paid job in civil life. Yet
you get paid while learning—get your keep
and a complete outfit of clothing free.

WEAR IRIS BADGE OF HONOR! If
after rending the free booklet o de.
cide to apply for a place in the N:ivy,
you will receive this smart lapelyou
emblem. It is a badge of honor
will be proud to wear.

...............

ENROLL IN THE NAVAL RESERVE
... BE RELEASED AFTER THE EMERGENCY
The Secretary of the Navy has announced:"All men now enlisting in the Naval Reserve
will be retained on active Navy duty throughout the period of the national emergency, but
they will be released to inactive duty as soon
after the emergency as their services can he

apartql, regardless of the length of time remaining in their enlistment."
Remember-the regular Navy rind Naval
Reserve offer you the same travel, training,
promotions, pay increases. Physical requirements are more liberal. Send coupon now!

r

Tear Out and take or send this coupon

to the Navy Editor of this newspaper
Without obligation on my part whatsoever.r1....

free booklet,"Life in the Navy," giving fel' II'
the opportunities for men in the Navy or Naval IZeserrit.
Name
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B. N. Lusby
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.ely Little Things

Father and Daughter
Given All-Day Party

season brings
a year, each
,!iy lovely things—
ason the orchard trees,
bronze-winged
• t hued birds,

A dinner in honor of birthdays
of Mr. Charlie B. Grubbs and his
daughter, Miss Lola Grubbs, was
given at the home of Robert
Grubbs near Eddyville last Sunday.
Mr. Grubbs was 75 and his
daughter, 14. Each of them received several gifts and the day
was spent in singing and playing
of games. The Rev. Rodolph
Lane led a devotional consisting
of several sacred songs and scripture reading. Dinner was spread
in a grove near the house.
About 35 were present. They
were Harvey Grubbs, Fredonia;
Rev. and Mrs. Rodolph Lane,
Princeton; Mr. and Mrs. Shellie
Patton, Fredonia; Joe Scott and
family, near Eddyville; Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Grubbs and two children, Princeton; Mr. and Mrs.
Leamon and little daughter, Crystal, Liberty; and Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Grubbs and family.
Music was furnished by three
of the grandchildren, Frances Patton, James Grubbs and Charles
Scott.
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T. S. Navy
Fresh fruit, la
tomato sauce,
, griddle cakes
, butter and
ege table soup,
r, succotash,
d, bread, but
cake, and ice
ver and bacon,
ed rice, salad,
d, jam and tee, .
no fish in the

eaves and blades of grass,
pass,
ng hues as seasons
faces,
, tag roses, pansy
Sumac, Queen Anne's laces;
• stars like white butterflies
erine down from winter
Les.
could over name them all!
er, winter, spring, and fall,
in turn, without fail brings
inany lovely little things.
—Clara Rader.

Dugan Given
Party
farewell party in honor of
D. D. Dugan was given in
basement of the Christian
h Monday night, Sept. 1, at
'clock.
arrival iit the church Mrs.
was met by little Norma
artwright, Chloe. Ann Win..d Eatsy palzell, who ushin to make-believe fairy
where she was given the
honor, as Mrs. Everett
softly played "Tales of
a Woods."
, Dugan was presented with
k from her Sunday School
-The Willing Workers," and
• !ling chair from the "Joy
Many other useful gifts
presented to Mrs. Dugan
the program, in appreciaof the faithful service she
ndered in the church durr stay in Princeton,
era on the program were
Juanita Mulkins, Mrs. J. A.
,and Misses Doris and DorDavis.
.cious brick ice cream and
ood cake were served to upately forty-five guests.

fie
oklet

NAVy

Discovered by a talent scout
who saw her perform in a play
at the Texas College of Mines
El Paso, has been signed to a long
term film contract in Hollywood.
Her first role will be in a movie
called "Reap the Wild Wind."
(AP Telemat)

Mr. and Mrs. John T. Lewis
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Seberry
Ensign C. M. Wood, Jr., son o
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Wood, Sr., Chicago, and Mr. and Mrs. Virgil spent last week-end with Mrs.
Hopkinsville street, and an offi- Smith and family, Louisville, vis- Lewis' mother, Mrs, Laura Alice
cer with the U. S. Navy on the ited their parents here, Mr. and Hays, near Princeton.
Z. a
battleship U.S.S. Nevada, recently Mrs. C. A. Woodall, last weekGeorge R. McKinney, local railsaw duty at Lung Beach, Calif. end.
way employe and son, John Owen
He informed his parents via long
distance telephone this week he `4 James R. Woodall, Memphis, are visiting Mr. McKinney's siswill be unable to visit here this spent several days last week with ter, Mrs. Frank Haasis, Ontario,
his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Calif.
September as usual.
>>
C. A. Woodall, en route to Green>>
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Wood ancl
Miss Nell Rice Wynn, Provi- ville, where he will teach in the
dence, was the guest of Miss English department i nthe Green Mr. and Mrs. Pat Clements, Madisonville, will leave Monday for
Christine Wood during the Fes- ville High School.
>>
Yellowstone National Park, for a
tival.
Mrs. Jack Porter and son, Jo- two weeks' vacation. They will
>>
Mrs. Alice Denham and Lucille seph, Paducah, attended the To- also visit other points of interest
in the West during their stay.
Buchanan spent last week-end a bacco Festival here last week.
• X> K
Reelfoot Lake, near Union City
Mrs. W. D. Good be, Calhoun,
Tenn.
spent last week-end as the guest
>> IX
Miss Christine Wood leaves toAmong those attending Labor of relatives here.
day to join a house party in Jef>>
ferson City, Mo., from where she Day week-end activities at the
Eighty-two farmers in Union
Herbert Vickery left Saturday
will go to the Ozarks for a few French Lick Springs Hotel, in
La., where he will and Henderson counties made an
days before enrolling at Stephens French Lick Springs, Ind., were for Leesville,
be employed for several months. average of 8.3 percent on an averMr. and Mrs. G. G. Harrelson.
College, Columbia, Mo.
age investment of $20,679 in 1940,
1
X.
K
>>
and daugh- says a report of the State College
Steger
James
Mrs.
York
New
in
is
L.
Cash
W.
Dr.
Carl Winstead, Paducah, visited
ters, Evelyn and Martha Ann, of Agriculture and Home Ecohis mother, Mrs. Johnnie Win- City this week.
have returned from Abington, nomics, where an analysis was
>>
stead, here last Thursday.
Va., where they have been spend- made of the farmers' account
last
arrived
Baker
Ellen
Miss
J
>>
ing the summer months with Mrs. books. Average cash sales per
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Powell and Saturday for a visit with her parfarm were $4,277, and the averStegar's mother.
family, Locust street, will move ents, Rev. and Mrs. W. L. Baker,
age cash expenses were $2,512,
>>
to Henderson the latter part of before returning to RandolphJames Milton Lawless, noted leaving a cash income of $1,765.
Macon, Lynchburg, Va., to resume
this week.
photographer, visited Miss Jane
her studies.
>>
— Try Leader's Classified Ads —
Pepper here last week.
>> IX
Mrs. Jeff Watson and, Mrs.
Mrs. Grayson Harrelson and litGraycia Olszwski have returned
Loufrom a visit to Miss Tommie tle son, Don, left Sunday for
isville, where they will visit Mrs.
"THE COOLEST SPOT IN TOWN"
Smiht, in Louisville.
Harralson's aunt, Mrs. Clifford
>>
weeks.
Mrs. Gerald Baker, Eddyville, Claypool, for the next two
visited her sister, Mrs. Homer R.
/Miss Betty Anderson, student at
Patterson, here Tuesday.
Murray State Teachers College, is
X 0
with her paByron Childress, of Detroit, vis- spending a few days
Clairde Anited his family here last week- rents, Mr. and Mrs.
derson.
end.
>>
>>
Miss Myra Hewlett, daughter of
Miss Sue Davis, Louisville, visHewlett, Cridited her sister, Mrs. Everett Cher- Mr. and Mrs. J. B.
er, will leave within the next few
ry, here last week.
days for Bowling Green, where
The army gives
>>
Business Uniup Hope..with
4 Kimball Underwood, Jr., has re- she will enter the
turned to his home in Padycah, versity.
Bob turning
X. 0
after visting his grandparents,
the Parade
rehas
Mrs. Sallie Harrelson
Mr. and Mrs. T. W. Woodruff.
Ground
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into laugh
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>>
Mrs. W. C. Moore, Paducah,
State Highway Patrolman Harmother, Mrs. Sallie
old Rudd has returned from Har- visited her
during the Festival.
lan, where he has been on duty. Lamb, here

hey' McGough

attendee
the races at Dade Park Monday.
0
Mrs. H. R. Braddy, of Murray,
spent last week-end with friends
here.
>>
si Miss Jodelle Brannock, who
has recently graduated in nurse's
training at Houston, Tex., is the
guest of Miss Nancy Catlett, en
route to Louisville, where she has
accepted a position at the Jewish
Hospital.
a> 0
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Lacy and
little son, of Hopkinsville, spent
last week-end with Mrs. Lacy's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Sneed.

Is. and Mrs. L. D. Pickens
spent Monday in Evansville.
>>
Misses Dixie Mae Harris, Robbie Lou and Ruth Hobgood spent
Monday in Nashville.

Mrs. Harold Edwards has been
visiting her parents here, Rev
and Mrs. E. E. Diggs.
three Red Cross areas of the coun>>
could
clubs
Women's
try stated
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Cantrell
best help in civil defense by takMonday in Evansville.
ing Red Cross courses offered in spent
>>
first aid, home nursing, nutrition,
Hollis Mitchell and Rufus Boaz
disaster relief preparedness and
Monday in Evansville.
by becoming members of the va- spent
>>
rious uniformed volunteer servHarry Bolser, Courier-Journal
ices.
staff correspondent, was a business visitor here during the Tobacco Festival.
>>
We take this opportunity to
Miss Mary Boitnott, of Dawson
Intermediate Training Un.and every Springs, visited friends here last
the First Baptist Church sincerely thank each
offered
Thursday.
'ned with a formal ban- one who so earnestly
during
>>
last Tuesday evening with kindness and sympathy
beloved
our
of
passing
recent
the
Laverne "Pete" Cavanah, Savof its members in attendheart
earnest,
extend
We
brother.
annah, Ga., visited friends here
those who came, last week-end.
endship" was the theme of felt thanks to
welcomed words of
govt. and the motif we:. who spoke
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out with ships and a light- comfort, who so
into
brightness
to instill a little
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as decorations.
hearts. To the sing- after an appendectomy at the
ial music was. rendered by our saddened
all
and
contributors,
Princeton Hospital about two
0, Helen Bromley, Mariliza- ers, floral
near with aid and coin- weeks ago.
McCollum and -Elaine- Mot- who were
appreciation . . .
I> 0
; duet was sung by Edna fert we extend
wishes you may reWillard Mitchell left last week
and Josephine Creekmur. with sincere
comforting treat- for Louisville, where he is eming the social hour, special ceive the same
hours of grief.
ployed with the Illinois Central
en friendship were given ment in your
Signed:
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Exhibit To Stress
Good Food Habits
Atrain, called the "streamliner
to health-land," vs. a wagon touring the land of bad nutritional
habits will be seen at the Kentucky State Fair September 6-13
as the special exhibit in home

economics for the Kentucky College of Agriculture and idome
Economics.
6raphically illustrating good
and poor foods habits, the display
will show stops at "Frying Pan
Alley" and stations for excessive
sugar, fat, candy, etc., on the part
of the wagon; and the streamlined train will call at stops rep-

resenting flesh fruits
tables, lean meats, lob
etc. One way leads to
difficulties, and the other
health through proper
exhibit is intended to
Americans are among the
iest peopl. s ir the
••-•
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• Winchester, Ky. (A))—Thoma
P. McCune is on the payroll of a
local manufacturing company at
a weekly salary of 70 cents, less
assistance,'
deductions for old age
social security and unemployment
insurance. Thomas is a fat cat
and polices the company grounds
for mice. What's left of his sallary, after the deduction, is used
to buy extras for his diet.
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Lupien,
Ark., Betty Cordon (above), of Raleigh, N. C., was named the Glamor vitamin and mineral content do
and "Cookie" at Little Rock,
2 inches tall and weighs 100 not change the energy value of
/
, is
season
last
Girl of 1941. Miss Cordon is 5 feet, 11
where he played
(AP Telemat)
Louthe bread. "Enriched" flour and
the
on
.
pounds
the third fastest man
near
"enriched" bread are foods, not
isville team. His fielding is
medicines. No curative claims can
perfect.
be made for these products. The
A natural crash hitter, Lupien
recommended enrichment which
likes to crack 'em down .the foul
the
should cost consumers little or
lines and have 'em hop across
While tobacco continues to be nothing is designed especially to
a
ncy,
for
e
emerge
base
defens
the
the
During
beyond
line
foul
adequate low
double. That's what he was able Kentucky's 4-H Club youngsters the main single source of farm help in planning
the interest of
in
but
and
meals
Rock
cost
Little
at
,
Stuart
in
county
Todd
often
to do
are setting a record of patriotism, income
the health of the Nation.
here he has been getting his hits in the following ways:
Brabant, the county agent, notes
d.
outfiel
the
everywhere in
an
ed
reveal
survey
a
irecent
that
Aiding or conducting "alumn
Piscatorial Patriarch
A Harvard graduate, Lupien is
often increase of 13 percent in sheep
5 feet, 11 inches tall, weighs 185 num for defense" drives,
On
Erwin, Tenn. (IP)—"Old Bill" is
pounds, throws and bats left- collecting 75 percent of a coun- and 16 percent in beef cattle.
es a rainbow trout, but like most
handed and is 24 years old. He is ty's contribution from farm folk. small farms, tobacco provid
about 30 percent of the total in- long-time government "employes"
married and has one child:
Growing big home gardens, or
come, and on large farms about he has been retired on pension.
encouraging their families to do 25 percent.
"Old Bill" is the patriarch of
so with their help.
Last year was the best farm the government fish hatchery
Raising a pig—or a flock of year in Todd county since 1936, here. Too old for propagation
poultry, or more lambs or beef the survey showed. Chief sources purposes—hes' 14 and weighs 13
Mack Hopson, Trigg county, re- and dairy cattle, to be specific— of income were tobacco, wheat, pounds—"Old Bill" still receives
ports sales of lambs and wool to- for the United States of America. dairying, hogs, sheep, beef cattle, careful attention from the hatchtaling $3,500 from his flock of This helps in the "more and bet- poultry and seeds. Forty-five ery attendants.
300 ewes. This figure includes ter food" drive conducted by the farmers who kept records made
only the advance he received on Kentucky Nutrition Committee. an average of.13 percent on their
Also, increased profits may be in- investment in 1940.
the wool.
F. H. Howard of Harlan county vested in defense bonds and
has rebuilt his farm in three years stamps.
Eating right for better health:
through the use of lime and phosphate, pasture mixtures and cover A full, well-balanced diet so that
crops. County Agent Gray H. 4-H'ers will not suffer from the
A market which members of
Williams says the fertility etas nutritional deficiency disease
'
been increased at least 50 per- causing so many army rejections. Barren county Homemakers clubs
an outHelping stock ponds with fish, have at Glasgow provides
cent.
bles,
Woodford county farmers who and encouraging the preservation let for home-produced vegeta
fruits, poultry and dairy products.
used sulphate of ammonia har- of wildlife,
On four consecutive Saturdays
vested a good crop of hemp.
ts
The world's largest fig tree Miss Ora Fishback sold produc
Otherwise the hemp crop was
and $7.96.
"spotted." Grasshoppers cut the stands 18 miles west of Kingman, for $11.72, $11.84, $9.64
from
tops out of plants in many fields, Ariz., near U. S. Highway 66. It All products are sold direct
to conaccording to County Agent Wil- is 50 feet high, with branches 100 the farm and the home
sumers.
feet in diameter.
mot Carter.
County Agent Russell Reynolds
repTirts'eicellent" stands of clover in Johnson counti Galen
Picklesimer planned to turn red
Clover, after cutting three crops,
and sow alfalfa. Other farmers
expected to sow sweet clover for
soil building purposes.
Thirty-six draft horses were a
feature of the Gallatin County
Fair. Other livestock exhibited
included six registered flocks of ,
sheep, registered hogs and dairy
and beef cattle, all of superior
breeding and quality.
Farmers of Oldham county visited the Bourbon Stock Yards in
Louisville to study the grading
and marketing of livestock. Pens
of cattle, calves, hogs and sheep
were inspected; classes, grades
and prices explained.
••a-
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ers Advised Franck Eludes Bear In Kickoff Return
School L.unches,

last Hugh Dam

More Pasture In
Winter Is Urged
Defense Board Asks
State Farmers to Expand Crops

Wile And A pi)e-

lig 101)(1 IS Neeeti' FOr Children

In keeping with request of
Secretary of Agriculture Claude
R. Wickard, the Kentucky Agriculture Defense Board is urging
farmers to expand winter pasture
crops and to increase production
advance
in
the lunches
of certain winter pasture crop
time,
a
at
days
seeds.
r several
for
ts
in mind requiremen
M. D. Royse, Winchester, chairuate and appetizing lunch
man of the board, said this'action
foods needed to supple
is being taken to provide a larger
morning and
cash income for farmers, to prothe child's
meals.
duce more meat and dairy products for the national defense prode a section in the cupr wax paper, paper napgram, to make better use of the
land and to save the soil.
all covered jars, paper
Suggested crops to be seeded
.1 cartons and lunch conrubber
bottle,
thermos
this fall for winter pasture inwrapclude rye, barley,, winter oats, rye
r holding sandwich
place, paper spoons, and
grass and crimson clover are recommended. The seed production
meats, ti Lids and vegetaprogram offers advantages to
farmers of providing a cash crop,
small containers to use in
lunches.
reducing seeding costs and properishable foods in a reviding a more adequate supply of
home grown seed for future use.
or other cool place so
George Franck (right) of the College All-Stars eluded a would-be Chicago Bears tackler in reAdditional recommendations dei be fresh and appetizing.
the
Univerin
played
Franck
turning a kickoff 43 yards in the first period of the game in Chicago.
signed to aid in securing a good
•paring the family meals,
the
flood-lighted
backed
persons
sity of Minnesota backfield last season. A record crowd of 93,000
stand of winter pasture crops inmind the school lunch
(AP Telemat)
Soldier Field for the event. The Bears won, 37-13.
cluded early seeding on a well
next day by preparing
prepared seed bed and the use of
dessert to have some left
A bolt of lightning knocked
lime and phosphate.
wrapping in oilpaper and
Jim Owen's pipe from his mouth
Use of winter pasture crops has
in a cool place bits of
in his home at Blytheville,\Ark., been greatly increased in recent
meat and vegetables for
and threw him across the room.
years, but extensive further insandwich fillings.
-•I.
creases are now more urgent,"
well to check menus and
Many McLean county farmers Chairman Royse said. "The dethe day before. See that
Ribbons designating first, sec- Mrs. Lester Paris (2), Mrs. J. C. have bought 15 to 20 western fense emergency and increased
for sandwich fillings are
ewes to augment flocks.
demand for farm products makes
ground, or sliced, and ond and third places were award- Wright.
White: Miss Lucy Mashburn
use. Check the supply of ed in the 49 rings of canned fruits
using. bread and butter.
(3), Mrs. Lee Mashburn (2), Mrs.
and vegetables, pickles, jellies and
the lunch box and therR. M. McGuirk, Mrs. J. W. Crowe
the
comprised
which
preserves
tle sweet and clean by
(2), Mrs. Charles B. Lester, Mrs.
them at night and leav- entry list of the fourth annual Garnett Pool, Mrs. A. D. McElroy,
Homemakers' exhibit held during Mrs. H. M. Dunn, Mrs. S. J. Satopen all night.
ake sandwiches that are the Tobacco Festival. Mrs. C. R. terfield (2), Mrs. Virgil Coleman,
d appetizing, use thin Harralson, Hopkins county home Mrs. L. B. Sims, Mrs. H. C. Mcf bread cut in different demonstration agent, judged the Connell, Mrs. H. P. White, Mrs.
from day to day: spread rings. Two hundred and eighty- Pollard Oldham, Mrs. Lester Pare slice with softened but- one individual entries were made. ris, Mrs. Sarah Myers, Mrs. Edd
Winners of ribbons included the Darnell, Mrs. J. G. Cothran, Mrs.
eep the filling from soakBetty Hollingsworth, Mrs. D. D.
the bread and making it following persons:
Blue ribbons: Mrs. R. M. Mc- Rogers, Mrs. Claude Robinson,
mix the salad dressing,
dwich filling just before Guirk (2), Mrs. Lee Mashburn Mrs. Ferd Wadlington.
(3),
g: spread the filling to (2), Mrs. W. P. Crawford
bread and thick enough Mrs. Jim Mitchell (2), Mrs. Jim-1 The oldest pecan tree in Arinit .ind wrap the sand- mic Mitchell, Mrs. H. M. Dunn zona was planted at Yuma in 1894
(3), Mrs. S. J. Satterfield, Mrs. by Frank Ingalls, who brought it
neatly in waxed paper.
Grubb, from Texas.
raw vegetables, cake, and Virgil Coleman, Mrs. Tom
4•
Mrs. J. W. Crowe, Mrs. Fred Wadin waxed paper.
About 200,000 tons of rubber is
ft foods which cannot be lington, Mrs. D. W. Satterfield
(2), Mrs. produced from scrap each year.
puddings, fruit sauces, (2), Mrs. Sarah Myers
Lester
rds—in small, covered Charles B. Lester, Mrs.
Paris, Mrs. Ray Martin, Mrs.
rs.
Louise
thermos bottle if possible Press Blackburn, Miss
Mrs.
or hot milk, cocoa, or Martin, Mrs. Connie Davis,
Betty Hollingsworth, Miss Lucy
"Mashburn- (2), Mrs. Henry Sevi.son, Mrs: Erneat Baker, Mrs. .T." C.
school
,tons on preparing
taken from a circular enL.unthes for Schqol Chilissued by the Kentucky
of Agi'culture and Home

Winners Of Awards In Homemakers'
Tobacco Festival Exhibit Announced

o years of the c
use of force are in
(AP T
senting fresh fruits.
bles, lean meats, lois
c. One way leads to
'fficulties, and the o
ealth through proper
ibit is intended to
ericans are among
st peoples in the
•

Try Leader's C

Russia reported it had dynamited the great Dnieperstroy dam
(above) and vast power plant near Dnieperopetrovsk. The darn
and power plant kvere considered almost a symbol of industrial
achievement under the Soviet revolution. An official spokesman
said that not this or any other sacrifice would be too great. The
evacuation of Dnieperostrovsk, an important industrial city above
(AP Telemat)
the darn, was also reported.
Albert Elins, a Wolfe county
it more important than ever that
soil productivity be maintained! farmer, reports a profit of $100
and improved and that ample feedl from two and a half acres of poI tatoes.
and food be available."

BUY NOW And
BEAT INFLATION!
25e HOLDS ANY BLANKET
Buy Now On Our LAY-A-WAY PLAN

WOOL _ievg.e
n ei rsLaen ket
72x84 25%
d, Fine. Fluffy

. ng The
tv Agents

Satin Boun
Warm Texture

Wright.
Red: Mrs. Charles B. Lester
(2), Mrs. A. D. McElroy, Mrs. Lee
Mashburn (2), Miss Lucy Mashburn, Mrs. Connie Davis (2), Mrs.
H. P. White (3), Mrs. S. J. Satterfield, Mrs. Claude Robinson,
Mrs. J. W. Crowe (2), Mrs. Wylie
Brown (3), Mrs. Jim Mitchell (2),
Mrs. Jimmie Mitchell (2), Mrs.
Betty Hollingsworth (3), Mrs.
Press Blackburn (3), Mrs. D. W.
Satterfield, Miss Dorothy Jo Ridley, Mrs. J. G. Cothran, Mrs. J.
D. Stephens, Mrs. Virgil Coleman,

outh destroyed 90 perthe spring grass seedings
county,
farmers primed tobacco
k county. Several who
last year made $1 to $3
for their work.
140 miles of proposed
constructed, 90 percent
ral areas in Pike county
'E. electricity.
grass provided dryPastures on several farms
hall county.
-ton county farmers have
d then- poultry productcly 25 percent, in
to defense needs.
nor county, 2,000 pullets
to 12 poultrymen are
led for the laying houses.
Rice. Perry county 4n5 a sow that farrowed
II of which lived.
Kalb, Bracken county:
fruit and apple crop by
Up a roadside stand.
I
Ise testing of dairy catBang's disease has been
Campbell county.
Powell county farmers
g vetch for hay successMcCubbin, Larue county,
559 bushels of barley
3-acre field.
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Ide seed

crops left in
Id amount to just .. •
t them with an AlInters All Crop Har-

M. Young
a. I"

Phone 46-W

$2.95
$1.49

66x80 PURE COTTON
Double Blankets HEAVY WEIGHT
Popular 61 years

ADMINISTRATOR'S SALE
The undersigned will on

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 9, 1941
Auction the personal property
of the late

Offer for sale at Public

J. M. McLIN
in the mornThere will be two sales—one at tenafternoon.
in the
ing and the other at one o'clock
Furniture will be sold
I. The Household Goods and
Harrison street,
North
on
home,
McLin
at the J. M.
9.
Princeton, at 10:00 a.m., September
Livestock, consistII. The Farm Equipment and
of:
part,
in
ing,
•
Plows
18 head Horses and Mules
Harness
3 Jersey Cows
Farming TooLs
Jersey Heifers

Ideal For
kets
Blan
d
Sheets
10x80 Single Plai
5% WOOL Double Blankets

59c

$1 69

66x80
Satin Bound

72x84 SINGLE BLANKETS
5% Wool Beautiful Satin Binding

$2.25

70x80 5 Per Cent Wool
SATIN BOUND

DOUBLE
BLANKETS

$245
•

3

Mowers

Old Corn

Wagons

Hay

Harrows

Hogs

farm West of Princeton,
Will be sold at the Jim McLin1.00 p.m., September 9.
at
on the Old Fredonia road,
TERMS CASH

W. P. MeLIN, Adm.,
J. M. MeLIN Estate.
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Friendship's Float Patriotic
Schools Offer
New Courses As
Semester Begins

Hold Clinic Here

The 1941 edition of the Butler The Tigets have
High School football team was ends in Miller and
shown Monday as 29 candidates rangy center in
Buddy
were put through light prelimi- and tou,glih,ogvaanl,uapbelinv,
the
for
preparation
Patter:m
li e
nary drills in
irlotlnrd
ffaibeu
eualoGirauerrgakGhy,
:ticn
cu,ch
season's epener here September inaM
'd
12, against DeFuniak Springs, Fla.
itin°bethrtse°::OLUD
The players, practicing in shorts
West
the
of
meeting
fall
Annual
an early September heat
to
due
allager,
Kentucky Conference will be held wave, blocked and passed some,
Gray,
here at Butler High School Satur- but generally went about the an- so
Wn
a,
nvanaugh
oa
tsc
Watson,
day and a clinic required for State nual task of getting in shape in
football officials will be held in
less than two weeks.
and Ead
connection with the regular busiAmong the 29 prospects reportness.
Two I'S
ing, nine were lettermen. They
of
J. 0. Lewis, Fulton, secretary
are Gene Sisk, Smokey Beckrter, ad States have visited
of the W.K.C., and Rumsey Tay- Rumsey Taylor, Jr., Clyde Fletch- dedicate
ri..elamation data
lor, Sr., have arranged for an aller, R. J. Kern, Charles Scott, J. C. for them: Theodore
day meeting, with a rule discusPerry and Hin- 1911 and Calvin Coohdp
Pooch
Robertson,
sion at the morning period and
kle Miller. These boys, Coach —
the clinic taking up most of the
Sims said, will be called on to
afternoon.
ICE CREAM
bear the brunt of early season I
Mr .Taylor has obtained the
recruits are seagreen
while
PIE SUPPER
play
services of "Shaky" Kain, "Foots"
soned.
Far mersville High
Clements, Jimmie Armistead and
Sisk, a power runner and strong
FRIDAY NIGHT, s
"Battle" Bagley, all outstanding
defensive player, and Taylor, one
members of the Southern Offiquarteryoung
smartest
of the
cials Association, for the clinic.
the conference, will form
Demonstrations will be held on backs in
backfield nucelus. Kern and
the
gridiron.
the Butler
may complete the run- I
Eligibility lists and regular Coleman
rim, discomfort of pcide
for the opener.
corp
ning
will
Association
business of the
ICZEMA. Prickly Hut, S.
Butler's line will be light this log Okla. Cbligu sr two,
be taken care of at the meeting.
Seal, or Jock, fits, TIN
Pooch
of
presence
despite
year,
roll. A cooling, ocoug,
After dinner a technicolor
tackle, and will
Relvillere :.Cie W by ft
,
movie of the 1940 Sugar Bowl Perry, 200-pound
Laboratories. F i,rttti, SY.
pounds.
150
about
only
average
game, a Kentucky game and a
Georgia Tech tilt will be shown.

Football Rules 'l'o Be
Discussed By Southern Experts

Manual Training, Mechanics and Physical
• Education Listed As
1,250 Enrol
We are looking forward to a
highly successful school year due
to addition of several courses and
general revision of various teaching methods," City School Superintendent Everett • Howton said
Tuesday, as about 1,250 Princeton
pupils resumed class work at Butler and Eastside.
Mr. How ton said the school day
this year will consist of seven
periods from 8:30 in the morning
to 3:50 in the afternoon, six class
periods and an interval for club
meetings.
For the first time physical education classes for girls are being
offered at Butler with Miss Bonnie Middleton, University of Kentucky graduate, as instructor. A
more diversified physical education program for boys is also being offered with John Sims and
Cliff Cox as teachers. A complete
course for boys not playing football, dealing with all minor sports
and football fundamentals, will
be taught. About $400 worth of
minor sport equipment has been
.ordered for these activities.
New courses offered besides the
physical education classes include
manual training, taught by A. 0.
Dodge, Bowling Green, and auto
mechanics, taught by Chester
Sisk, graduate of a Cincinnati
auto school and now head mechanic at Stevens' Chevrolet Company.
Another move beneficial to Junior High pupils, Mr. Howton
said, is the shifting of the seventh,
eighth and ninth grades from
Eastside to Butler where pupils
in those classes may take physical education, Spanish, manual
training, band, bookkeeping, glee
club and home economics under
high school, teachers with high
school equipment.
The list of teachers and employes of the city system follows:
Virginia Boston, Kendall Bryant,
Cliff Cox, Mrs. Frank Craig, Mrs.
Charles Curry, Mrs. Norman Dixon, Mrs. Mattie Dudley, Pamelia
Gordon, Audie Green, Thelma
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Float representing Friendship bearing June Word and her attendants, and all bedecked with
patriotic emblems carrying the spirit of National Defense and American patriotism.

Cobb's Float Won Applause
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(By 'Associated Press)
Louisville, Sept. 2—Members of
the Southern Newspaper Publishers' Association were told last
night that newspapers of America
would be forced to collect a larger proportion of their revenue
from circulation when the defense
boom ends.
Mark F. Ethridge, vice president and general manager of the
Louisville Courier - Journal and
Times, speaking at a banquet fpr
the group, said that trends of deCobb float with pretty Mary Katherine Glass, queen, occupying the place of honor. The float's
clining advertising revenue have
floral design and lifelike elephant figure attracted much attention in the street parade.
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BACK TO SCHOOL
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C. A. WOODALL
INSURANCE AGENCY

Phone 54

Pe

ICatsup

Notice To Voters!

Registration books close Friday, September 5. All
persons not legally registered should go to the County
Clerk's Office and register in order to participate in
the general election, Tuesday, Nov. 4, 1941.
•

FOR SALE—About 300 bu. old
corn for sale. William S. Rice,
tel. 25, Princeton, Ky.
ltf
WANTE D—Married couple or
two women to share five-room
house, modern, at 107 Highland
Ave.—Mrs. 0. F. Krause, phone
ltp
858.
FOR RENT—Furnished or unfurnished apartment, four rooms and
bath. Modern conveniences. See
Mrs. T. J. Powell Saturday night
or Sunday. 705 Locust St.
141
FOR RENT—store- room in Leader building. See Sam Catlett. 2t

County Court Clerk.

FOR RENT—New 8-room house,
just outside city limits on paved
highway. Modern conveniences.
Phone 51 for particulars.
2tp
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